TLR-7® & TLR-8® KEYS

GLOCK®
MOST MODELS UP TO GEN 4 ...........................................................UNIV-1
17, 19 GEN 5 ....................................................................................1913-1

SIG SAUER®
320 COMPACT & 1911 GSR ...............................................................1913-1
320 CARRY & FULL SIZE ..................................................................1913-3
P200 SERIES (220, 2022, etc.) ...........................................................1913-2

SMITH & WESSON®
TSW (With Riveted Rail) & 99 ..............................................................UNIV-2
M&P® (Full Sizes) .............................................................................1913-2

BERETTA®
92 FS/M9A1 MODELS ......................................................................1913-1
90TWO ...............................................................................................1913-2
92/96 A1 ............................................................................................1913-2 (tight slot fit)
APX ....................................................................................................UNIV-1 (loosely front to back)
PX4 STORM FULL SIZE .................................................................UNIV-2 (loosely front to back)

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY®
XD® (9, 40, 45, 9(M)) .................................................................UNIV-1

FN®
FNS-40, FIVE-SEVEN, 509 & FNX ..................................................1913-1

HK®
VP 9 ..................................................................................................1913-1
P30 ....................................................................................................1913-2

CZ®
P-01, P-07 & P-10 ...........................................................................1913-1
75 SP-01 .........................................................................................1913-3

KIMBER®
1911 CUSTOM ..................................................................................1913-1

RUGER®
SR-9 .................................................................................................UNIV-1

1913 PICATINNY RAIL ......................................................................ANY 1913 KEY

This list represents handguns checked by Streamlight as of the current document revision date. TLR-7® and TLR-8® will fit many other guns with universal or 1913 (Picatinny) style rails. Refer to streamlight.com for the latest TLR-7® and TLR-8® compatibility list.
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EXPORT CONTROLS: The export of this product is subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of Commerce Export Administrative Regulations ("EAR"). The exported sale, transfer or shipment of this product is expressly prohibited by U.S. Law and is subject to export restrictions, including export licenses and accompanying documentation and authorization, the absence of which may result in fines and penalties. Furthermore, diversion, resale, re-export or transfer of this product is contrary to U.S. Law and is prohibited without the prior written consent of the U.S. Department of Commerce. Compliance with any and all export controls are the sole responsibility of the distributor.